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A: You really can't. It's like if someone
asked you to implement a magic ability
into your programming language, and then
you could claim that the language is Turing-
complete. The problem is, the language is
Turing-complete because it is Turing-
complete, not the other way round. Q:
Returning a list of a struct object in the
to_json function How can I write a mystruct
in the main function and then return it in
the to_json(mystruct)? type mystruct =
struct [`First`] [`Second`] [`Third`] end let
f1 = {First = "foo"; Second = "bar"; Third
= "blah"} let to_json f1 = let json_str =
sprintf "%s" f1.to_json in json_str I tried
this, but it doesn't work: let json f1 = let
json_str = sprintf "%s" f1.to_json in json_str
A: to_json can only be used for primitive
values. You can see it here under Inputs:
To convert a value into a json, you can use
the Json.serialize function which does that.
For example, to_json returns a json
representation, while Json.serialize returns
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a text representation. It's not a good idea
to return an object from another function.
The function should return the object and
return the json as an argument. let to_json
f1 = Json.serialize f1 Result: { "First": "foo",
"Second": "bar", "Third": "blah" } BTW, this
will work: let to_json _ = sprintf "%s"
f1.to_json But you should use record
syntax, like this: let to_json {|First| Second|
Third|} = sprintf "%s" f1.to_json You can
also skip to_json if you like, but I guess it
will look pretty weird: let sprintf
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OntarioQ: Getting object's variable from S3

by using S3 client I have a S3 bucket, I
want to get one of the object's variable by

using the S3 client in my local PC, but I
don't know how to do it, I've searched on

the web and haven't found anything. Does
anyone know how I can do it? Is it even

possible? A: S3 is an object-oriented
key/value store; that is, the objects are

identified by a key, and they store
information as key/value pairs. So when

you download a file, you read the file and
then give the file a name (a key), and then

you can retrieve the S3 object with that
key. You can 6d1f23a050
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